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Slow Stitching has its roots in a movement that began around 2015 started by Mark
Lipinski.  He is a quilter and had come to realise the benefits of slowing his practice

down and being more intentional with his stitching practice.  Since those early
musings the movement has gown its stitching wings and is now all around the
world inspiring folk to think more deeply about stitching and the place it has in

their lives. 
I am a huge fan of the movement and much of my practice is deep embedded in the
need to stitch slowly and mindfully.  As well as a textile artist and teacher I am also

a meditation master having trained for four years alongside a buddhist monk.  I
then studied meditation at the university of Massachusetts.  In recent years I have
brought my two worlds together and developed a 'Stitching for Wellbeing' practice

which is now an integral part of the community arts project Stitched Stories &
Wellbeing. 

 
For me, slow stitching is a complete process that begins in the single thought.  This
single thought might be inspired by a photo, a wee button, some beautiful fabric, a
single word etc etc.  This single thought then becomes a collection of thoughts and

an idea is brewing.  It is at this stage I visit my 'stash' of creative supplies and let the
idea grow some creative wings.  This is an important stage as it asks us to see what

we already have.  Reusing, repurposing and using what we have are important
elements of my practice.  I rarely buy new, preferring to use what I have, or can
adapt.   As the idea begins to take shape I am mindful of the need not to rush my

thinking.  An idea might take some time to develop and that is absolutely fine with
me.   

Once my idea and my supplies are 'speaking well to each other' I am ready to begin.  
The key is to start as we mean to go on - 

 
Slowly and with intention.  

Being aware of every small movement
 Work slowly and allow the project to start speaking to you.  
Be prepared to change direction as new thoughts emerge.  

Resist any intention to think of the end result.
Connect with the natural sense of flow that emerges from the stitching movements.  

Introduction
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Slow Stitching Projects

Below are just some of my slow stitching projects - 

A contemporary art quilt using a loose
patchwork of old fabrics, kantha

stitching and buttons & charms.  This
piece is quilted using an old vintage

blanket as the base.  

A snippet roll bound around a wooden
thread spool. Created using scraps of

hand dyed and printed fabric from other
projects. Also included is vintage

papers, lace and fibres. Everything in
this project was from other, larger

projects. I rarely throw anything away!    



A panel of stitching where the subject of
'the secret garden' emerged as I was
working on it.  This piece became a

blend of commercial fabric scraps and
my own hand painted fabric. It is lightly

quilted using a piece of cotton batting
left over from a previous project.    

A wee coaster I made using fabric I dyed
with tea.  I stamped the image and then

stitch around it with simple running
stitch, seed stitch detail in the middle

and closed the work with blanket stitch. 



A prayer flag for my studio using plain
calico as a base. The fabric pieces are all

hand painted or dyed. The flag is
designed to keep me grounded in my

creative world - 'art washes away from
the soul the every day dust of life.'  

This is my 'stitch journal'. I began it in
2018 and I add to it regularly.

Sometimes I stitch onto it, other times I
stitch on a small piece that I have

completed. It is a place to experiment
and let go.    The base cloth us Japanese

linen.   



I always have a kantha cushion
on the go. They use up scraps of
fabric so well. They take a long

time to do and I usually gift
them. As I finish each one

someone in my world needs a bit
of love so the cushions find

wonderful new homes. If you are
interested in kantha stitching I

have an online course HERE that
can you can follow at your own

pace and in your own time.   

In 2018 I created a postcard on the
sewing machine using free motion

embroidery for a charity fundraiser for
the Isle of Iona.  This became the germ

of an idea to create a postcard a week for
52 weeks or as many as life allowed and
52 Stitched Stories was born.  Since this
humble beginning thousands are people
have joined the project all stitching away

- finding some quiet, slow and gentle
time in their weeks.   

I stitched all my postcards onto a
blanket made by my late Grandmother.   

https://coursecraft.net/users/dq77
https://www.stitchedstories.co.uk/52-stitched-stories


This project asks us to go on a wee forage. Visit your 'stash' of supplies and find the
following - 

A piece of fabric suitable for a base or backing (wool, linen, calico, denim)
measuring 6x6 inches

A range of fabric pieces - cut to 2x2 inches
Some buttons, beads and other finishing details as your stash allows

Embroidery thread, needles and scissors
 

You might also like to forage outside by finding some mark making tools such as
seed heads, twigs, mosses etc.  If you want to do this aspect of the project you will

also need some plain fabric and some paint to make marks with.   
 

Instructions
Cut your base/backing fabric to 6x6 inch square

Cut 9 pieces of fabric that you feel 'speak to each other' 2x2 inch square
 

If you would like to do some printing use an old plate of printing palette and pop
some paint on to it using a restricted palette of colours.  

 
Lay your plain fabric for printing onto your work surface.  Either dip your natural

find in the paint or brush some paint on with a paintbrush. 
Make some marks onto your cloth representing your foraged finds.  

Leave to dry and then press lightly with an iron on the reverse of the fabric. 

The 'Forage' Project 



Lay all your 2x2 inch pieces in front of you.  Look at your resources and start to
create a layer to go on top of each 2x2 inch piece. That could simply be a button or

bead or it might be a piece of your printed fabric or lace.  Think in terms of layering
each 2x2 inch piece but plan them all out before you do any stitching.  This way you
can create 'design time' where you let one 2x2 inch piece to speak to another.  When

you are happy with them all pin each 2x2 inch piece onto the base/backing fabric
and take a photo.  This way you have an aid memoir to each small piece and the

piece as a whole.

Find somewhere quiet and peaceful to
start stitching each 2x2 inch piece. You
might choose to stitch one a day or do

several at a time but don't rush -
dedicate some quiet time each day if
possible.  You might like to add some
embroidery detail on the top layer.  I

have included some pistil stitches and
French knots.  I kept my thread choices

limited to add some cohesion to the
piece.   



When all 9 squares are stitched you can then pin them to the base and begin
stitching them down.  I just used a simple running stitch but you might prefer

another stitch like feather stitch for example.  
 

You have completed your 'foraged panel' which would look lovely framed.  I have
stuck mine down on a journal cover for a new journal ready for my new slow

stitching project.  Keeping a slow stitching journal is a lovely thing to do.  It further
embeds slow stitching into your mind as well as giving you something lovely to look
back on.  I have included some printable journal pages below if they are of any use? 

 Be proud of the fact that your 'foraged panel' has been made by using what you
already have around you.   



Slow Stitching Project 







Seasonal Slow Stitching Project.   

If you have enjoyed this slow stitching project you might be interested in a brand
new project that we are launching soon to begin on the first of December.   Yet to be
titled but our working title is Seasonal Slow Stitching and it will involve the creation

of four snippet rolls,  one for each season.  More details will be on our website and
social media accounts in the coming weeks.  Meantime, if you think you would like
to join us you can begin your 'gathering task' early.  Being mindful of the season in

your part of the world at the beginning of December - start gathering materials from
what you already have or can create.  Scraps of fabric, buttons, lace, ribbons, beads
etc etc.  You might even forage for more natural finds and do some printing?  Take
your time.  Allocate a favourite basket or bag to store your supplies in for your first
seasonal snippet roll.  Keep an eye out for more details soon.  It would be lovely to

stitch through the seasons with you.  This project will be supported by seasonal zoom
cafes.   

Fiona Doubleday
www.stitchedstories.co.uk  
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